
                                                                                                                                  March 6, 2019 
 
Dear Jonathan, 
 
 Thanks (again) for writing back I really appreciate it. I can’t recall doing anything else 
that winter break. And I saw the movie birdbox (you probably already have seen it). I did get hit 
by a polar vortex we were out of school for the rest of the week! But my teachers didn’t teach 
me about it yet, but I did watch the super bowl but I didn’t really root for any team because one 
makes it all the time and one made it because a controversial call so :(.I have wanted to be a 
scientist for a long time. I especially wanted to be an inventor and help the problem littering also 
a space theorist. I doubt that any of my friends want to be in the same area jobs as me probably 
my best friend (maybe) . 
 
 
 My personal life has been fine I got reconnected with my PS2 and I’ve been watching a 
sports documentary. I have just finished my science planet project about uranus. Today I’m 
learning about optical engineering and egypt. We are about to have spring break ( aren’t we 
supposed to have spring break in spring???). They say because late easter and the state test. 

Also we saw a movie that my cousin made. It’s called sincerely brenda.  

 
 

What did you overcome in your life? What I have overcome is some of my struggles of 
autism and used it to my advantage. Now look where I am now in the 5 GRADE GIFTED! What 
have you’ve been doing lately? Can I see your face in one of your letters if your comfortable 
with that? Are you working on any other project lately?Have you ever had a pet? And what’s 
your favorite food to cook? You are a great scientist and remember that. 

 
 
                                                                                  Sincerely, 
                                                                               Jonathan (aka Jon) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
                                                                 

Bonus: Who is your favorite scientist? 
 

Jenelle Whitman

Jenelle Whitman


